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UM RESEARCHERS STUDY LOGGING IMPACT ON GARNET ELK HERD
MISSOULA--
Les Marcum, research assistant professor of forestry at the University of 
Montana, recently received a $55,000 grant from the Bureau of Land Management 
and a $3,000 grant from Burlington Northern to continue his research on elk 
herds and habitat in the Garnet Mountains east of Missoula.
Called the Chamberlain Creek Elk Logging Study Marcum's research project is 
being conducted through the cooperation of the U.S. Forest Service Intermountain 
Forest and Range Experiment Station, the Montana Department of Fish and Game, 
and the UM forestry school.
The study is aimed at developing methods to minimize the impact on elk and 
the disturbances to habitat caused by logging and includes annual habitat sur­
veillance and the collaring of elk with transmitters to monitor their movements. 
Preliminary results from the study, which began several years ago, indicate that 
habitat disturbance and elk displacement can be minimized in several ways, including 
road closures during and after logging.
Marcum has found that elk will return to former range once the daily commotion 
of logging has ended, provided the range area is closed to recreation and hunting 
for a period of time to allow the elk to readjust.
But there is always an exception. Marcum tells of one young bull elk that 
disappeared altogether from the Garnet range only to turn up in a hunter's sights 
near Hungry Horse several months later. Such migration is rare, however, reports 
Marcum, whose research indicates that the elk under study remain for the most
(over)
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part within the 70,000 acre study area adjacent to the UM Lubrecht Experimental 
Forest, and move only as far as necessary to avoid the disturbances of road 
building and logging.
The ongoing study is providing valuable information to forest and game 
managers, reports Marcum, who expresses concern about the availability of future 
funding by the federal government.
"We're at the critical stage now--that of post-logging observation," notes 
Marcum. "These grants will enable us to continue the research another year, but 
after that I just don't know."
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